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This toolkit is the result of the Youth in

ACTION was implemented from March

steps, having an impact both at the local

the partnership building phase and the selection

planned as follows:

•Step 1- Recruitment of the work group

Sport Groups” (IYSG) was created  in Bulgaria, Italy, Turkey, Portugal and 

Malta. After this period, from  June 30th to July 1st (travel days June 

29th and July 2nd) , the first study visit 

Bulgaria (Sofia). The main objectives were to share best practices, 

Introduction 

SPORT  AND  GENDER:  

EMPOWERING  GIRLS  AND  WOMEN

Bulgaria (Sofia). The main objectives were to share best practices, 

demonstrations and comparisons between partners at international 

level.

•Step 2 – Raising awareness campaigns and information

developed the operation and promotion of sports facilities carried out 

by the municipalities and sport.

Step 3 - International Networking . 

Training course about topics of gender traditional sport and  one final 

Evaluation seminar in order to collect suggestion and ideas developed 

on the theme of the project.

Partners who contributed to this publication:

International Platform for Citizen Participation

Genista Research Foundation, MT

Associazione culturale Madart, IT

"H2O" - Associação de Jovens de Arrouquelas

SARIKARAMAN Culture Social Support & Assistance Organization , TR   

Action 4.6 – Partnerships project. The

March 2014 to December 2015 in 3 main

local and at the European level. Following

selection of the theme, the process was

Recruitment of the work group. Fife “Intercultural Youth 

Sport Groups” (IYSG) was created  in Bulgaria, Italy, Turkey, Portugal and 

Malta. After this period, from  June 30th to July 1st (travel days June 

study visit between partners was held in 

Bulgaria (Sofia). The main objectives were to share best practices, 
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Bulgaria (Sofia). The main objectives were to share best practices, 

demonstrations and comparisons between partners at international 

Raising awareness campaigns and information. Partners 

developed the operation and promotion of sports facilities carried out 

International Networking . We organized one transnational 

about topics of gender traditional sport and  one final 

in order to collect suggestion and ideas developed 

Partners who contributed to this publication:

International Platform for Citizen Participation, BG – www.ipcp.eu

, MT- www.genistafoundation.org

, IT

Associação de Jovens de Arrouquelas, PT - www.h2o.pt

Culture Social Support & Assistance Organization , TR   



STAGE Final Evaluation seminar:

The miracle isn’t that I finished. The miracle 

is that I had the courage to start. 

John Bingham“

Sofia, 2015

The miracle isn’t that I finished. The miracle 

is that I had the courage to start. 



Sport as a representation of the

configured as a true institution in which

dynamics, key topics of social change

matching between women and sport in

to refer to a fictional relegated for centuries

impressionistic and imaginative due to a

and the sociology of gender equality

practice of sport between women at

Content & Objectives

In t roduct ion  

practice of sport between women at

confirms the increasing interest of women

This trend has been accompanied

that makes "sport” women with intensity

significantly lower than the values recorded

interesting to develop a different comparison

performance, as highlighted by the boom

at the Olympic Games in Beijing 2008

women finally achieve success comparable

traditional and ancient popular sports

competition and the teams are responding

well-being and social sensuality, such as

the social culture can legitimately be

which converge status, role, identity

change (see Robertson, 1988, p. 90). The

in many European countries still seems

centuries in a kind of collective mythology

a slow development of sports sociology

in the countries. The growth of the

the turn of the XX and XXI century

Content & Objectives

In t roduct ion  

the turn of the XX and XXI century

women for physical activity in general.

accompanied by a lower persistence to the practice

intensity of practice and over time continuity

recorded by men. It therefore seems

comparison on the results of high

boom of women’s Olympic teams 'to medal'

2008, and partly in London 2012, where

comparable to those of male colleagues. In

sports the increase of female presence in

responding to different models: health and

as it happened for jogging and dance.



The sport identity appears therefore

the practitioner matches cultural styles

actors as well as to the community. The

represented by these critical topics: the

but rather, to paraphrase Bourdieu (1995

for female sports that emphasizes the strongly

offer of sports based on the male paradigm

international models, the project attention

Content & Objectives

In t roduct ion  

international models, the project attention

women's needs sporting system: a traditional

women.

In this path of female traditional

create occasions to investigate life skills

and their interactions with social, cultural,

local communities and the heritage roots

objectives are:

•Increase the opportunities for

sports

•Develop the heritage of European

declination at female level

•Favor the best practice to promote

dimension at international level

therefore as a mix in which the experience of

styles that belong both to the individual

The problem for traditional sports is

sport is predominantly male-oriented,

1995), a kind of occlusion of the demand

strongly declined characterization of an

paradigm. Inspired by the most advanced

attention is oriented to a more responsive to

Content & Objectives

In t roduct ion  

attention is oriented to a more responsive to

traditional sport more suitable for girls and

traditional sport discovering, the project aims to

skills connected to the different disciplines

cultural, educational development of the

roots. Highlighted the topics above, the

women to approach the traditional

European traditional sports and their

promote traditional games in gender
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Bulgaria is a signatory to the United

of women including: the Convention

Discrimination against Women (CEDAW),

Convention on the Political Rights of Women,

Convention against Discrimination in

Remuneration Convention, ratified 1956

principles and goals of the final documents,

Conferences on Women in: Mexico (

Bulgaria

Gender  equal i t y  

s i tuat ion   

Conferences on Women in: Mexico (

(1985), Beijing (1995). Until 2005, violence

was not perceived as a serious public

regulation.

The concept inherited from the

was achieved in Bulgaria was certainly

patriarchal stereotypes which characterized

additional factor. Furthermore, the

confines women and the violence suffered

society. VAW is a form of discrimination

related to cultural stereotypes. It is among

gender stereotypes and at the same time

maintain the defined roles of women

reflection of the relations in society. Therefore

a decisive legal reform were needed in order

in Bulgaria.

United Nation’s conventions on the rights

on the Elimination of All Forms of

(CEDAW), ratified by Bulgaria in 1981; the

Women, ratified by Bulgaria in 1955; the

Education, ratified 1962; the Equal

1956. Bulgaria is firmly committed to the

documents, adopted at the UN World

(1975), Copenhagen (1980), Nairobi

Bulgaria

Gender  equal i t y  – nat ional  

s i tuat ion   

(1975), Copenhagen (1980), Nairobi

violence against women (VAW) in Bulgaria

public problem deserving special legal

previous regime that gender equality

one of the reasons. The deeply rooted

characterized the Balkan region represented an

persistent public/private dichotomy

suffered by them to the private sphere of

discrimination against women which is most closely

among the strongest expressions of the

time is the tool that is being used to

and men in society. Law is just the

Therefore a deep change in attitudes and

order to tackle violence against women



Article 13 of the Constitution guarantees

citizens, regardless of ancestry, sex, race,

political or ideological beliefs, education,

circumstances or sexual orientation.

Ministers approved the fifth National Plan

non-discrimination 2014-2017.

The National Plan aims to promote gender

across all Ministries. In particular, the plan

Portugal

Gender  equal i t y  

s i tuat ion   

across all Ministries. In particular, the plan

in the areas of education, health and the

Citizenship and Gender Equality (CIG) is

promotion of citizenship and gender equality

the first countries of the EU to ratify

preventing and combating violence against

5 February 2013. Portugal has a parity law

been a woman as President of Republic

prime-minister. Portugal has 308 municipalities,

charge of it.

guarantees the principle of equality to all

race, language, place of origin, religion,

education, economic situation, social

In December 2013, the Council of

Plan for gender equality, citizenship and

gender equality in all areas of governance,

plan aims to strengthen gender equality

Portugal

Gender  equal i t y  – nat ional  

s i tuat ion   

plan aims to strengthen gender equality

the labour market. The Commission to

is the Government’s mechanism for the

equality in Portugal. Portugal was one of

the Council of Europe Convention on

against women and domestic violence, on

law since2006, but in 2014 have never

Republic and neither and elected woman for

municipalities, but just 23 have a woman in

STAGE project:

Final Evaluation 

Seminar - Sofia, 

Bulgaria 2015



Italy is ranked amongst the countries

equality, according to the European Gender

above the EU average in one area only,

women’s long life-expectancy. In any other

being satisfactory. Policies to re-address

cautious, while progress in the legal framework

Directives coming from the UE or by pressures

a proper gender infrastructure at central

Italy

Gender  equal i t y  

s i tuat ion   

a proper gender infrastructure at central

monitor gender equality initiatives. Employment

and family life: Female employment rates

Italy and in general for women with low

have been adopted, but gender gaps are

and above all for the elderly combined

hard to reconcile work and family life. Female

than male rates; career advancement

represented in atypical and precarious

lowest in the EU due the prevalence of

labour force and a strong system of collective

exists in terms of income between retired

envisaged for re-balancing it. The percentage

making position was dramatically low until

the private sector. Improvement is underway

mandatory quotas in the boards of companies

established in 2011, and in companies

established in 2013. There are no mandatory

parliament, but there are quotas for local

be represented.

countries in the EU with the lowest gender

Gender Equality Index. Its performance is

only, namely health, thanks to Italian

other respect the situation is far from

address the gender unbalance have been

framework has been promoted mainly by

pressures of the civil society. Italy lacks of

central level to promote, coordinate and

Italy

Gender  equal i t y  – nat ional  

s i tuat ion   

central level to promote, coordinate and

Employment and reconciliation of work

rates remain low, especially in Southern

low education. Antidiscrimination laws

still large. Lack of services for children

with rigid work arrangements make it

Female unemployment rates are higher

advancement is difficult; and women are over-

jobs. The gender pay gap is one of the

highly educated women in the female

collective bargaining. A huge gender gap

retired men and women and no provision is

percentage of women in top decision-

until recently, both in the public and in

underway thanks to the introduction of

companies listed in the Stock Exchange,

companies owned by the public administration,

mandatory gender quotas in the Italian

local governments where both sexes must



From the point of view of the culture

whole world face stereotypes and gender

Pasti (2003) approaches the present problem

“the last inequality”. He stresses that the

behavior continue to exist in various ways

they are discriminated. The misogynist

show that there still is a discrimination

thinking of a society is strongly influenced

Romania

Gender  equal i t y  
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thinking of a society is strongly influenced

the possibility for the feminization of the

a wish or a “form without substance”. All

legislation has changed during the last

202/2002 regarding the equality of chances

Emergency Ordinance nr.137/2000 and

discrimination is forbidden (Chidovăţ &

professional segregation of women still exists

the occupational patterns different depending

between incomes, even if the principle

by law. Nowadays, the most important

EU.

culture and civilization, Romania and the

gender differences. The sociologist Vladimir

problem of gender inequality, naming it

the patriarchal patterns of thinking and

ways. Women often do not realize that

misogynist dominance of the patterns observed

of gender, status and role. The general

influenced by the mass-media, and therefore

Romania

Gender  equal i t y  – nat ional  

s i tuat ion   

influenced by the mass-media, and therefore

the jobs and a fair society remain either

All these exist in spite of the fact that the

last 20 years, for example the Law no.

chances between men and women, the

and the Labor Code, in which any

& Popovici, 2010). In spite of this, the

exists and is proved by the existence of

depending on sex, causing inequalities

“equal salary for equal work” is stated

regulations are those adopted by the

STAGE project:

Final Evaluation 

Seminar - Sofia, 

Bulgaria 2015



Maltese women are also more

childbearing – though often at the expense

drop out of the workforce. This factor explains

rest of Europe in women pursuing life-long

Family-related leave in Malta is also not

mere 18 weeks here, compared with

positives. The result came about as a

their seats in Brussels to startup a career

Malta

Gender  equal i t y  

s i tuat ion   

their seats in Brussels to startup a career

crop is now female – with three women

casual elections. The fact that half of Malta’s

itself, but the fact that they were ‘second

posts before them is not so positive.

likely to interrupt their careers for

expense of their careers, leading them to

explains why Malta remains behind the

long careers.

not generous. Malta’s maternity leave is a

with the UK’s 58 weeks. But there are

result of former male MEPs vacating

career in local politics, half of the current

Malta

Gender  equal i t y  – nat ional  

s i tuat ion   

career in local politics, half of the current

women clinching spots in Europe following

Malta’s MEPs are women is positive in

‘second choice’ to the men which held the

STAGE project:

Final Evaluation 

Seminar - Sofia, 

Bulgaria 2015
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Sport is an integral part of the culture

its use to promote gender equity and

overlooked because sport is not universally

desirable pursuit for girls and women

masculinity and femininity — or socially

it means to be a man or woman in a particular

key role in determining access, levels of

It is true in all countries that girls and

men to participate in sport, and sport continues

is a mistake, however, to assume that this

wish to participate. Poverty, heavy domestic

accessible transportation, inadequate sport

opportunities for physical education and

SPORT  AS  A  TOOL  TO  PROMOTE   

GENDER  EQUITY  AND  EMPOWER 

GIRLS  AND  WOMEN 

opportunities for physical education and

women’s participation in physical activity

norms and constraints preventing girls

active, leaving home unaccompanied,

family, are additional barriers preventing

involved in sport and physical activity.

At the same time, many international

participation in sport, with some national

opportunities for females. A small but

begun to establish sport as a viable tool

broader scale. Research on sport, gender,

that sport can benefit girls and women by

•Enhancing health and well-being;

•Fostering self-esteem and empowerment

•Facilitating social inclusion and integration

•Challenging gender norms; and

•Providing opportunities for leadership

culture of almost every nation. However,

and empower girls and women is often

universally perceived as a suitable or

women. Existing social constructs of

socially accepted ways of expressing what

particular socio-cultural context — play a

participation, and benefits from sport.

and women are less likely than boys and

continues to be dominated by males. It

this is because girls and women do not

domestic demands, safety concerns, lack of

sport and recreation facilities, and few

and skill development frequently prevent

SPORT  AS  A  TOOL  TO  PROMOTE   

GENDER  EQUITY  AND  EMPOWER 
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and skill development frequently prevent

activity and sport. As well, socio-cultural

girls and women from being physically

or being seen by men outside their

preventing girls and women from becoming

international frameworks support women’s

national laws requiring equal access and

but growing body of evidence has also

tool for addressing gender equity on a

gender, and development indicates

by:

;

empowerment;

integration;

leadership and achievement.



Through structured sport programs,

physically active, benefiting their physical

reduced risk they will suffer from chronic

and engaging in health risk behaviours

information and education platform, connecting

information, skills and strategies they

lives, particularly in connection with their

Sport can help increase self-esteem

opportunities to learn new skills, engage

achievements, engage in volunteer service

providing women and girls with a voice

making, training, and opportunities

programs can also empower and help equip

their own lives. Sport programs can help

exclusion that many girls and women

cannot attend school and live in poverty

women with safe places to gather, help

social support, and connect them to

information, services, and opportunities

marginalization in society.

Sport programs can enhance the

gender norms, reducing restrictions and

mobility, access to public spaces, and more

intellectual and social development. By

and boys and men in gender education,

men and women alike. Sport can also provide

role models, leadership skills and experience

domains such as their family life, civic involvement,

All of these beneficial effects are

sporting opportunities for girls and women

spite of the benefits, the successful implementation

at gender equity involves many challenges

women have limited time available for

placed on sport activities for girls by their

their communities. To overcome these

stakeholders about the benefits of sport

empowerment, evidence to support the

programs, girls and women can become more

physical and mental health, including the

chronic diseases, depression and anxiety,

behaviours. Sport can also be a powerful health

connecting girls and women with the

need to reduce health risks in their

their sexual and reproductive health.

esteem by giving girls and women

engage in positive relationships, acquire

service and receive public recognition. By

voice in program design and decision-

for leadership and advocacy, sport

equip them to take greater control over

help to reduce the social isolation and

women experience, particularly those that

poverty. Sport programs can provide girls and

help them to build social networks, offer

to health, education and employment

opportunities that can help to address their

empowerment process by challenging

and offering girls and women greater

more opportunities for their physical,

involving families, community leaders,

education, changes to gender norms can benefit

provide girls and women with powerful

experience that they can transfer to other

involvement, and advocacy.

are self-reinforcing, and may also make

women more sustainable over time. In

implementation of sport programs aimed

challenges and obstacles. Not only do girls and

for sport, but there is often little value

their families, by girls themselves, and by

these challenges, and to convince key

sport programs for gender equity and

benefits must be documented.



Sport is an integral part of the culture

its use to promote gender equity and

overlooked because sport is not universally

desirable pursuit for girls and women.

Existing social constructs of masculinity

accepted ways of expressing what

it means to be a man or woman in a particular
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The empowerment of girls and women

make strategic life choices in contexts

limited. A necessary precursor to empowerment,

person’s overall self-appraisal and feeling

essential to mental health and well

contributing factor to health risk behaviours

abuse, suicide, early and unsafe sexual activity,

behaviour). Self-esteem and empowerment

women because gender stereotyping and

of inadequacy and lack of confidence. With

education and employment, and few economic

lack a sense of personal worth and value

feeling competent, being assertive, and

FOSTERING  SELF

EMPOWERMENT

feeling competent, being assertive, and

Together, these perceptions and feelings

disempowered, lacking the strength and

possibilities, and to make the choices necessary

and empowerment are often cited as significant

In a majority of studies, researchers found

activity and self-esteem in all age groups

women who participate in sport and physical

developed countries, also derive benefits

associated with self-esteem, including self

self-empowerment, and enhanced personal

the importance of engaging girls in sport

can decrease during adolescence for

transition is also often characterized by

participation, and increasingly restrictive

developing and developed countries.

women involves the increased ability to

contexts where this ability was previously

empowerment, self-esteem is defined as a

feeling of self-worth. Self-esteem is

well-being (low self-esteem can be a

behaviours such as drug, alcohol and tobacco

activity, teen pregnancy, and anti-social

empowerment are critical issues for girls and

and gender norms often lead to feelings

With limited mobility, uneven access to

economic assets, girls and women often

value. This further reduces their chances of

and feeling secure, safe, and connected.

FOSTERING  SELF -ESTEEM AND

EMPOWERMENT

and feeling secure, safe, and connected.

feelings can cause women to feel

and confidence to embrace goals and

necessary to realize them. Self-esteem

significant benefits of sport participation.

found a strong link between physical

groups. Evidence suggests that girls and

physical activity, in both developing and

benefits related to other constructs

self-perception, self-worth, self-efficacy,

personal freedom. Research also points to

sport at an early age, because self-esteem

both boys and girls. This period of

by reduced physical activity and sport

restrictive gender roles for girls in both



Sport offers girls and women important

and develop their leadership capacities

preventing women from assuming leadership

the persistent worldwide under-representation

power and decision-making. Domestic

caring for children and elderly parents

available to women to exercise leadership

education levels relative to men and socialization

women from perceiving themselves as

barriers.

Female coaches, peer educators and

women visible proof that women can excel

also fulfill a teaching function, imparting

— perhaps more importantly — demonstrating

leadership through their own example

sport programs to ensure they develop

OPPORTUNITIES  FOR  LEADERSHIP  

AND  ACHIEVEMENT

sport programs to ensure they develop

models for girls and women in their programs

models, sport can be a highly effective platform

leadership skills and providing them with

apply in other domains such as employment,

important opportunities to acquire skills

capacities. Currently, there are many barriers

leadership positions. This is reflected by

representation of women in positions of

workload — including childbirth and

parents — can limit the flexibility and time

leadership roles outside the home. Low

socialization that discourages girls and

as potential leaders are also significant

and sport program staff offer girls and

excel and lead in society. These women

imparting advice and lessons on leadership and

demonstrating the characteristics of effective

example. For this reason, it is important for

develop and provide high quality female role

OPPORTUNITIES  FOR  LEADERSHIP  

AND  ACHIEVEMENT

develop and provide high quality female role

programs. In addition to providing role

platform for teaching girls and women

with leadership experience that they can

employment, civic leadership and advocacy.

STAGE project:

Training course-

Sofia, Bulgaria 

2015
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POLICY

RECOMMENDATIONS

Women need to have a greater voice

them. Women can play a critical role

increase their participation in sport and

a tool to improve gender equity. The resulting

likely to be relevant and effective if they

women. Policy-makers who take this

encourage participating sport, municipal

to adopt a similar approach and engage

decision-making processes.

Involve women and girls in policy development and 

planning.

Avoid generalized (one-

policies and programs concerning women and sport.

Girls and women present enormous

education, social and economic circumstances,

unrealistic to treat girls and women

programs need to differentiate between

and provide relevant tools, programs approaches,

POLICY

RECOMMENDATIONS

voice in sport policy decisions that affect

role in helping to design measures that

and physical activity, and harness sportas

resulting policies and programs are more

they include the perspective of girls and

this approach are also more likely to

municipal and community-based organizations

engage women and girls in their own

Involve women and girls in policy development and 

planning.

-size-fits-all) approaches to 

policies and programs concerning women and sport.

enormous diversity in terms of age, health,

circumstances, and needs. It would be

as a single target group. Policies and

between different groups of girls and women

approaches, and indicators of success.

STAGE project:

Training course-

Sofia, Bulgaria 

2015



POLICY

RECOMMENDATIONS

This can be done by developing

resources that require, motivate or help

•Develop gender equity policies, procedures

operations and attitudes within the

•Establish hiring and recruitment

number of women participating at

•Offer women and men equal

leadership development;

Encourage sport organizations,

community-based organizations

programs to build gender

leadership development;

•Collect organizational and program

disaggregated data) to support gender

participants, athletes and leaders

trends and progress against organizational

goals);

•Improve awareness of the programming

increase the number and variety of

•Ensure that informal education,

competition for girls and women are

and men; and

•Engage in sustained outreach and

and female participation in co-educational

women’s and girls’ participation in

POLICY

RECOMMENDATIONS

developing policies, program guidelines and

organizations to:

procedures and goals that will improve

the organization;

recruitment practices that will increase the

at all levels of the organization;

opportunities for professional and

organizations, municipalities, and

organizations that offer sport

equity into their programs..

program statistics by gender (sex-

gender equity goals (e.g., statistics on

as a way of determining patterns and

organizational and program gender equity

programming needs of girls and women and

of programs available to them;

education, sport and other types of training,

are equivalent to those offered to boys

and recruitment to ensure balanced male

educational programs and to maximize

in female-only programs.



POLICY

RECOMMENDATIONS

This is necessary to increase

programs.

Research the sport programming

girls and women.

Adopt the following best

for women and girls:

Adopt a female-centred approach

girls and women about their needs

accordingly. Systematically seek input

design and implementation. Recognizedesign and implementation. Recognize

household and family responsibilities

constraints, and then adapt programs

Provide programs in a female-

where girls and women are safe from

from all forms of harassment and can

not hindered by male domination. Offer

Accept participants for who they

recognize their personal progress and

flexibility to enter, exit and re-enter the

POLICY

RECOMMENDATIONS

increase the number, variety and relevance of

programming needs and interests of

practices in all sport programs

approach. Learn directly from participating

needs and interests and tailor the program

input from girls and women into program

Recognize the economic circumstances, andRecognize the economic circumstances, and

responsibilities that result in heavy workload and time

to accommodate these.

-friendly space. Offer programs in areas

both physical and emotional danger, free

enjoy a forum for self-expression that is

Offer a supportive environment.

they are, allow them to make mistakes,

and achievements, and give them the

the program without blame or shame.

STAGE project:

Training course-

Sofia, Bulgaria 

2015
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Spor ts  and   women in  my  

country  and  in  Europe

Aim : This game discusses difficult

encourages people to look at subjects critically,

and form their own opinion.

Resources needed : Hat or bowl

Flipchart/blackboard Group size : Various

Time needed : 60 minutes

Step by step description :

1. Divide the room into two parts using

Mapping or bulleting the

the countries

1. Divide the room into two parts using

agree, and one no or disagree.

2. Hand out a piece of paper to all participants

a statement about young people with

subject you are dealing with. Give some

you will discuss these statements

clear as possible. Avoid softening words

statements in an affirmative way (for

instead of drug addicts are not criminals)

3. Collect all statements in a hat or bowl,

out aloud. If possible, write it down

when they have forgotten the full

minute to think, and ask them to take

not allowed ; it’s either yes or no.

should try to convince the people on

side. If the discussion does not start

why they are standing on that side

everyone is on one side already, adjust

next statement. Try to keep discussions

minutes, unless (all) people are really

4. After all statements have been discussed

going down), stop the game and collect

the questions as part of the reflection

Spor ts  and   women in  my  

country  and  in  Europe

difficult subjects in a challenging way. It

critically, listen to different arguments

bowl Small sheets of paper Pens Rope

Various

using the rope, marking one part yes, or

the traditional female sports in

using the rope, marking one part yes, or

participants and ask them to write down

with fewer opportunities or any related

some examples yourself and make clear

afterwards, so that they should be as

words like rather or a bit and put the

(for example, drug addicts are criminals,

criminals).

bowl, take the first one out and read it

down on a flipchart so people can refer to it

full statement. Give the participants a

take sides. Remaining in the middle is

Then, the discussion can start. People

on the other side that theirs is the right

start spontaneously, ask one of the persons

side. If there is no discussion at all since

adjust the statement a bit or go on to the

discussions limited to approximately five

really engaged.

discussed (or when the energy level is

collect the group again. Discuss (some of)

reflection and evaluation section.



T ypes  o f   F ema le  spor t s  and  the i r  

cha rac te r i s t i cs

Aim : This activity encourages young

different circumstances and encourages

not lead to tension and aggression. It is

defining their feelings and analyze problems

with them.

Resources needed : A copy of the game

that only the first scenario shows.

Group size : Any

Time needed : 1 hour

Step-by-step description:

1. Begin the session by talking about

all feel. Introduce the idea that sometimesall feel. Introduce the idea that sometimes

of how we deal with a situation or are not

the problems to remain unresolved or become

deal with them. Ask the young people to

got worse because of something they did

remember ?

2. Hand out the game sheet, folded

be seen.

3. Ask the group to read the situation

questions posed at the top of the sheet.

for your group, read each scenario to the

Reflection and evaluation : Facilitate

situations. Does the group see the problem

which feelings might arise ? How easy

solutions ? Encourage the group to think

share and work through together.

T ypes  o f   F ema le  spor t s  and  the i r  

cha rac te r i s t i cs

young people to identify how they feel in

encourages them to consider solutions that will

is designed to support young people in

problems and potential ways of dealing

game sheet, folded into a concertina so

about the wide range of emotions that we

sometimes these feelings either get in the waysometimes these feelings either get in the way

not identified correctly. This can cause

become larger, and we feel less able to

to think about a time when a problem

did or did not do. What feelings do they

folded up so that only the first scenario can

situation to themselves and consider the

If you know this will be a difficult task

the young people.

Facilitate a group feedback for each of the

problem in the same way ? Do they agree

easy is it to think through some ideas for

think about some examples of their own to



T ypes  o f   F ema le  spor t s  and  the i r  

cha rac te r i s t i cs  

( game  shee t )

For each of the situations below think

What is the problem ?

What is the feeling ?

What can be done ?

1. Your friend always has more pocket

mum is so mean ; she says you should

you want more cash !

2. Your dad has left home to live with

stay at weekends but now his girlfriend

room for you.

3. Someone at school is calling your3. Someone at school is calling your

threatening to break his electric wheelchair

4. Your mate won an art competition

think it must have been a fix. You know

5. Your accent is different to the rest of

about this and making everyone laugh

back she just mimics you and everyone

6. The class is kept in after school for

telling you to own up or else.

T ypes  o f   F ema le  spor t s  and  the i r  

cha rac te r i s t i cs  

( game  shee t )

think about the following :

?

pocket money than you do. It is not fair! Your

should do some jobs around the house if

with his new girlfriend. He said you could

girlfriend is saying that there is not enough

brother names in the playground andbrother names in the playground and

wheelchair.

competition at school. You are really fed up and

know yours was better !

of your class. One girl keeps teasing you

laugh at you. When you try and answer

everyone laughs more.

for something you did. Now everyone is



PAPER  TOWERS

Aim : This initial team building activity

and teamwork.

Resources needed : Newspapers Sticky

Group size : Various

Time needed : 15 minutes for the activity

Step-by-step description :

1. Divide the young people into groups

2. Explain that you want them to

The object is to build the highest tower without

3. Explain that each member of

planning stage and that no building can

approval.

4. Hand out newspaper and sticky

5. Give the groups 15 minutes to build5. Give the groups 15 minutes to build

6. Stand well back !

Reflection and evaluation : At the

groups one at a time to consider how well

was excluded from the exercise (and why

they achieved consensus. When all the groups

whole group to examine all the towers.

to explain how they achieved this. If time

on what they might have achieved singlehandedly

PAPER  TOWERS

activity encourages partnership working

Sticky tape A watch

activity 10 minutes reflection

groups of no more than six.

plan and then construct paper towers.

without it collapsing.

of the group should contribute to the

can take place without the whole group’s

sticky tape.

build their towers.build their towers.

the end of the 15 minutes, invite the

well they co-operated, whether anybody

why and how they felt about it) and how

groups have responded, encourage the

Ask the group with the highest tower

time allows, get the whole group to reflect

singlehandedly



Dra f t  i t !

Activity type:

Create a draft of a workshop or a project

Skills :

Stimulate creativity.

Sharing ideas.

Proceeding :

This activity should be presented at the

activity/Workshop/Project », as a closure

acquired knowledge.

First :make team (no more than 3 or 4) or

Second: each team picks a topic.

Third :each team picks a public.

Fourth: each team thinks and discuss about

make with this public and about this topic,

than 15 min, they have to write notes.

Fifth: each team presents his workshop/project

leader should invite people to discuss it

Equipment :Print the key words,

separate envelops (one labeled “topic”, the

Optional: print blank forms for each

Comments :

Don’t give more than one topic and more

the participants can realize that the rules

ideas.

Dra f t  i t !

project in a short time.

the end of the workshop « create your

closure activity in order to evaluation the

or couple.

about a workshop or a project they could

topic, this has to be done quickly no more

workshop/project. After each presentation the

and share propositions.

words, cut them out and put them in two

the other one labeled “public”).

each team. Papers and pens.

more than one public, it’s important that

rules and restriction help them to frame



Dra f t  i t !  

( key -words )

Educational artistic

environment European awareness

racism
active role of women in 

society

inter-ethnic or inter-

religious exchange

education through sport 

and outdoor activity

EVS promotion intergenerational activities

Dra f t  i t !  

words )

artistic sport

European awareness drugs

active role of women in 

society
leisure

education through sport 

and outdoor activity
Health

intergenerational activities social inclusion



T ypes  o f   F ema le  spor t s  and  the i r  

cha rac te r i s t i cs

Aim : This activity encourages young

different circumstances and encourages

not lead to tension and aggression. It is

defining their feelings and analyze problems

with them.

Resources needed : A copy of the game

that only the first scenario shows.

Group size : Any

Time needed : 1 hour

Step-by-step description:

1. Begin the session by talking about

all feel. Introduce the idea that sometimesall feel. Introduce the idea that sometimes

of how we deal with a situation or are not

the problems to remain unresolved or become

deal with them. Ask the young people to

got worse because of something they did

remember ?

2. Hand out the game sheet, folded

be seen.

3. Ask the group to read the situation

questions posed at the top of the sheet.

for your group, read each scenario to the

Reflection and evaluation : Facilitate

situations. Does the group see the problem

which feelings might arise ? How easy

solutions ? Encourage the group to think

share and work through together.

T ypes  o f   F ema le  spor t s  and  the i r  

cha rac te r i s t i cs

young people to identify how they feel in

encourages them to consider solutions that will

is designed to support young people in

problems and potential ways of dealing

game sheet, folded into a concertina so

about the wide range of emotions that we

sometimes these feelings either get in the waysometimes these feelings either get in the way

not identified correctly. This can cause

become larger, and we feel less able to

to think about a time when a problem

did or did not do. What feelings do they

folded up so that only the first scenario can

situation to themselves and consider the

If you know this will be a difficult task

the young people.

Facilitate a group feedback for each of the

problem in the same way ? Do they agree

easy is it to think through some ideas for

think about some examples of their own to



T ypes  o f   F ema le  spor t s  and  the i r  

cha rac te r i s t i cs

Aim : This activity encourages young

different circumstances and encourages

not lead to tension and aggression. It is

defining their feelings and analyze problems

with them.

Resources needed : A copy of the game

that only the first scenario shows.

Group size : Any

Time needed : 1 hour

Step-by-step description:

1. Begin the session by talking about

all feel. Introduce the idea that sometimesall feel. Introduce the idea that sometimes

of how we deal with a situation or are not

the problems to remain unresolved or become

deal with them. Ask the young people to

got worse because of something they did

remember ?

2. Hand out the game sheet, folded

be seen.

3. Ask the group to read the situation

questions posed at the top of the sheet.

for your group, read each scenario to the

Reflection and evaluation : Facilitate

situations. Does the group see the problem

which feelings might arise ? How easy

solutions ? Encourage the group to think

share and work through together.

T ypes  o f   F ema le  spor t s  and  the i r  

cha rac te r i s t i cs

young people to identify how they feel in

encourages them to consider solutions that will

is designed to support young people in

problems and potential ways of dealing

game sheet, folded into a concertina so

about the wide range of emotions that we

sometimes these feelings either get in the waysometimes these feelings either get in the way

not identified correctly. This can cause

become larger, and we feel less able to

to think about a time when a problem

did or did not do. What feelings do they

folded up so that only the first scenario can

situation to themselves and consider the

If you know this will be a difficult task

the young people.

Facilitate a group feedback for each of the

problem in the same way ? Do they agree

easy is it to think through some ideas for

think about some examples of their own to



T ypes  o f   F ema le  spor t s  and  the i r  

cha rac te r i s t i cs

Aim : This activity encourages young

different circumstances and encourages

not lead to tension and aggression. It is

defining their feelings and analyze problems

with them.

Resources needed : A copy of the game

that only the first scenario shows.

Group size : Any

Time needed : 1 hour

Step-by-step description:

1. Begin the session by talking about

all feel. Introduce the idea that sometimesall feel. Introduce the idea that sometimes

of how we deal with a situation or are not

the problems to remain unresolved or become

deal with them. Ask the young people to

got worse because of something they did

remember ?

2. Hand out the game sheet, folded

be seen.

3. Ask the group to read the situation

questions posed at the top of the sheet.

for your group, read each scenario to the

Reflection and evaluation : Facilitate

situations. Does the group see the problem

which feelings might arise ? How easy

solutions ? Encourage the group to think

share and work through together.

T ypes  o f   F ema le  spor t s  and  the i r  

cha rac te r i s t i cs

young people to identify how they feel in

encourages them to consider solutions that will

is designed to support young people in

problems and potential ways of dealing

game sheet, folded into a concertina so

about the wide range of emotions that we

sometimes these feelings either get in the waysometimes these feelings either get in the way

not identified correctly. This can cause

become larger, and we feel less able to

to think about a time when a problem

did or did not do. What feelings do they

folded up so that only the first scenario can

situation to themselves and consider the

If you know this will be a difficult task

the young people.

Facilitate a group feedback for each of the

problem in the same way ? Do they agree

easy is it to think through some ideas for

think about some examples of their own to



http://www.un.org/womenwatch/daw/Review/

http://www.un.org/womenwatch/daw/country/

http://www.iwg-gti.org

http://www.sportsbiz.bz

http://www.olympic.org

Resources

http://www.olympic.org

http://www.ews-online.com

http://pjp-eu.coe.int/en/web/youth

kits

S IGN  UP  FOR  FREE

org/womenwatch/daw/Review/

org/womenwatch/daw/country/

Resources

com

int/en/web/youth-partnership/t-

S IGN  UP  FOR  FREE



FOR  FUTURE  IN FORMAT ION  

Contacts:

http://ipcp.eu

https://www.facebook.com/stageproject

E-mail: office.ipcp@gmail.

FOR  FUTURE  IN FORMAT ION  

com/stageproject
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